ABSTRACT. We review the theory of Cheeger constants for graphs and quantum graphs and their present and envisaged applications.
Proposition 1 (Fiedler 1973) . Let G be a connected graph on V vertices. Then
Thus, e(G) and λ 1 (G) have the same asymptotic behaviour, although the scaling of e(G) is sub-optimal as it penalises smaller graphs. Adapting an idea developed in [Che70] for manifolds, several authors have studied since the beginning of the 1980s a renormalised version of e(G): the
where inf is taken over all vertex sets S and ∂S is the set of all edges having exactly one endpoint in S [Dod84, AM85, Chu97] .
Proposition 2 (Dodziuk 1984 , Alon-Milman 1985 . Let G be a connected graph of maximal degree deg max . Then
These estimates thus provide a variational relaxation of the NP-hard problem of determining
Cheeger-type inequalities similar to (1) hold for the Laplacian on quantum graphs as well: recall that a quantum graph G is obtained from a graph G by identifying each edge e with an interval (0, ℓ e ). The standard Laplacian on G is then a collection of second derivative operators on each edge, complemented with continuity and Kirchhoff (no flux loss) conditions in each edge [BK13, Mug14] Here E is the number of essential edges, i.e., the number of edges in G once vertices of degree 2 (irrelevant for the standard Laplacian) have been removed. Proposition 3. Let G be a connected quantum graph with E essential edges. Then the lowest non-zero eigenvalue λ 1 (G) of the standard Laplacian on G satisfies
The lower estimates in (2) ≤ λ 1 (G).
. Unfortunately, the dependence on E cannot in general be dropped in the upper estimate in (2): symmetric flower dumbbells (see Figure 1) obviously have Cheeger constant 2 L , as the optimal Cheeger set S is obtained by just cutting G in the middle. At the same time, by adding more and more petals and simultaneously shortening all of them while making the handle shorter and shorter, one can produce symmetric flower dumbbells with same total length but arbitrarily high λ 1 (G).
2) While we do not know whether the upper estimate in (2) is sharp, symmetric flower dumbbells with E = 2m + 1 edges satisfy
which is the corresponding value of λ 1 for a flower with E − 1 edges, provided the symmetric flower dumbbell's handle is arbitrarily short. The main fascinating feature of the Cheeger constant of quantum graphs is its hybrid nature, partly combinatorial and partly metric (its numerator and denominator, respectively), in sharp contrast to its counterparts for manifolds and graphs. But is it meaningful at all to consider the Cheeger constant of a quantum graph? From the point of view of theoretical computer science the lowest non-zero eigenvalue is an elementary object that can be easily determined by variational methods and can in turn help to estimate the Cheeger constant -the really interesting quantity, for the purpose of machine learning.
We maintain that quantum graphs are not unnecessarily complicated gadgets, but rather useful tools delivering additional information. As an example, let us consider the first two quantum graphs in Figure 1 , each of whose intervals is assumed to have unit length. One sees that the Cheeger constant of the cycle is 4 5 , while the butterfly has Cheeger constant 2 3 . On the other hand, both underlying discrete graphs have Cheeger constant 1. We argue that the information yielded by h(G) may in critical cases be complemented by h(G), upon turning a graph G into a quantum graph G with edges of unit length, whenever the interaction-based description offered by a quantum graph is as relevant as the agent-based description offered by a graph.
